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The annual Altman Weil Survey of Law Firm Economics compiles billing rate information
by geographic region, by state, by firm size, by size of population of the community in
which the firm is located, by year admitted to the bar and by specialty, for both partners
and associates. Specialty information is divided into litigation and non-litigation
specialties.
Non-Litigation Specialties
Twenty-seven non-litigation specialties are covered. The first chart (following) shows
the top and bottom five non-litigation specialties, by median hourly billing rate for
partners/ shareholders. The top median rate goes to partners and shareholders in
intellectual property practice at $345 per hour.
The bottom goes to partner/
shareholders in Education specialty practice — $200 per hour, less than 60% of the
median rates of partners/ shareholders in intellectual property practice. On an 1,800
billable hour year, that would amount to a difference of $261,000 in personal billings,
annually.
Litigation Specialties
In the 26 litigation specialties reported in the 2002 Altman Weil Survey of Law Firm
Economics, there is even a greater difference — $296 per hour between the highest
(antitrust — $430) and lowest (workers’ compensation — $134). On a 1,800 hour work
year, that difference would translate to a staggering $532,800 differential in personal
billings!
The second chart depicts the top and bottom five median partner/ shareholder hourly
billing rates for litigation specialties reported in the 2002 Survey.

Median Partner/ Shareholder Hourly Rates, by
Specialty — Non-Litigation Areas
(top five, bottom five)
1. Intellectual Property
2. Securities
3. Municipal Finance
4. International
5. M&A
23. Insurance
23. Trusts/Estates/Probate
25. Collection
26. Family & Domestic
27. Education
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Median Partner/ Shareholder Hourly Rates, by
Specialty — Litigation Areas
(top five, bottom five)
1. Antitrust
2. Employee Benefits
3. Intellectual Property
4. Taxation
5. Bankruptcy
22. Collections
23. Self-Insured Defense
23. Health Care
25. Insurance Defense
26. Workers' Compensation
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